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The Evil Alliance Against Syria: The Imperialists and the Jihadis:

"In Syria, as in
Libya, the United States has allied itself with al Qaida and forces that
are politically very much like al Qaida."

The afternoon airhead on CNN
snarled her revulsion at the very idea that a commentary on Russia's
Pravda newspaper would conclude that Syrian rebels, or even American or
British special forces, might be behind the killing of over 100 Syrian
civilians, about half of them children, in the town of Houla.

Her
country and its Free Syrian Army allies would never do such a thing!
But, of course, it goes without saying – and without the necessity of
any proof whatsoever – that the Syrian government slits babies' throats
for breakfast.

For CNN, the inherent goodness of the U.S. and whoever its allies of the moment might be, is a matter of faith. Like her
broadcast colleagues, the high-priced talking head had spent most of last year spreading fantastic lies about "imminent"
massacres of civilians by Moamar Qaddafi's government in Libya – massacres that never happened – and covering up the
actual slaughter of black Libyan civilians at the hands of U.S.-backed forces.

She and her fellow well-paid prevaricators reported as fact that Colonel Qaddafi's soldiers used rape as a weapon of war,
fueled by vast quantities of Viagra – a total fabrication. These same corporate media psychopaths pretended to believe,
and tried to convince the whole world, that NATO's 7-month bombing campaign against Libya had killed not a single
civilian – or, well, maybe just a few.

Now CNN's heroes are the so-called Free Syrian Army – who are obviously the good guys, because the U.S. State
Department and the Pentagon say so.

But, the Russian commentary in Pravda is much closer to the truth. "It is in the interest of Sunni jihadis to make the
conflict in Syria into a war against the Alawites." In Syria, as in Libya, the United States has allied itself with al Qaida and
forces that are politically very much like al Qaida.

Hundreds, if not thousands, of U.S.-armed Libyan jihadis have relocated to Syria. The Saudis and Qataris have sent
many thousands more Sunni religious fighters into Syria, where they wage holy war against the secular government. The
terror bombings that have claimed hundreds of lives in Syrian cities over the past few months are classic al Qaida, as
even U.S. officials have been forced to admit. And so are the killings of children in Houla. The logic of the Houla
massacre is the logic of al Qaida.
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In Iraq, al Qaida dedicated all its energies to provoking war between Sunnis and Shi'ites, whom al Qaida considers
heretics. In Syria, the Alawite minority to which President Bashar Assad belongs is a branch of Shia. It is in the interest of
Sunni jihadis to make the conflict in Syria into a war against the Alawites, who are over-represented in the secular
government and the army.

These jihadis hate both Muslim heretics and secularists. But, it is fundamentally against the Syrian regime's interest for
the conflict to devolve into sectarianism. And it makes absolutely no sense for the Syrian regime to allow the slitting of
children's throats while United Nations observers are stationed throughout the country.

However, it does serve the interests of the rebels and their American and European backers – and, of course, the
interests of Israel, which has long sought the dismantling of the Syria state.

Terrified at the onset of the Arab Spring, the U.S. and Europe, along with the royal thugs of the Persian Gulf, decided to
unleash chaos in the region, using the most militant foot soldiers at their disposal: jihadis. Ultimately, this diabolical
strategy will not make U.S. imperialism stronger – but it will make the world a lot bloodier, and far more dangerous.
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